
One Audacious Vision: Muskegon County Thinks Big
Creating a system that ensures livability for all Muskegon County residents.

LIVABILITY LAB 2.0
This 45-Day Challenge Report, created to share at the September 29, 2020 

celebration, is an excerpt from the full Livability Lab overview booklet. 
Celebration attendees will receive an email copy of the overview booklet 

following the virtual celebration.

  

The sum of things that add up to quality of life: economic 
prosperity, social stability, educational opportunity, 

environment, and more.

A place for research and development, for 
innovation and risk-taking, and to 

learn and grow.

Showing a willingness to take 
surprisingly bold risks.

Livability:

Lab:

Audacious:
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T hen came the murder of George Floyd. 
The world reacted immediately and 
forcefully. Systemic racism was now widely 

acknowledged as a public health crisis. 

The disparities affecting the African-American 
community are profound, this needs to be 
called out for what it is.

As the days and weeks passed, the residents of 
Muskegon County organized, we pushed to get 
through difficult times, to care for our loved ones, 
to support our community, to speak for a better 
way forward. 

LIVABILITY LAB 2.0
With all the feedback, learned lessons, and momentum 
towards continuing the work, we were on our way and 
ready to apply it all to 2.0.

COVID-19

A nd then, COVID-19 hit. Health concerns 
were a priority. The schools closed. 
Businesses closed, jobs were lost. 

Healthcare workers were furloughed, just when 
the community needed them most.

The Design Team, as with so many organizations, 
paused and pivoted to address the crisis. 

Determining that the cross-sector 
communications network created during 
Livability Lab 1.0 could be useful here, together

with the information flow through the CCL that 
could identify community resources and relief 
help, the Team began disseminating 
vital information.

At the same time, the needs of the community 
were changing quickly. As a champion for 
including the resident voice in the decision-
making process, the Team began surveying the 
community and sharing the new data with our 
cross-sector partners so relevant needs could 
be met.

SYSTEMIC RACISM

CHECKING IN

PUBLIC HEALTH CRISIS

As summer approached, we checked in 
on the Challenge Teams. We wanted to 
know how they were doing, personally, 

as well as understand how they felt about 
moving forward. Was there work still to be done, 
were they wanting to continue in some way? 

For many, the answer was yes. 

It would look a little different, it would need new 
data reflecting the changes in the community, but 
the Muskegon County grit was coming through. 

We needed to get to work, now more than ever.
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LIVABILITY ELEMENT: SOCIAL CONNECTION & TRUST 

COMMUNITY CONDITIONS AND COVID IMPACT 

CONSIDERING THE NEXT PHASE OF CHIR WORK AND LIVABILITY LAB 

 

 HEALTH INFLUENCERS  

 

SNAPSHOT OF MUSKEGON COUNTY RESIDENT INPUT FROM SURVEY MATERIAL 

 

SNAPSHOT OF NATIONAL, STATE OR LOCAL POLICY OR 

OTHER IMPACT FACTORS 

Social Isolation 

• Isolation – it has been hard for myself as I am a people’s person.  Not being able 

to see touch people is very difficult. 

• I’m alone more than ever.  I live alone and the people I used to rely on no longer 

can.  I fear if I catch this I will die because I am high risk.  I already have a lung 

problem. 
• Concerned about…Dying alone. 

• We need emotional support for those who feel forgotten (elderly, homeless, 

unemployed) those who feel defeated by what is going on in our world at this 

time.  The undocumented. 

• We need volunteer visitors who check on our most vulnerable families and 

neighbors.  Perhaps helping families understand how to use a communication 

system via their home windows that tells a passerby or volunteer they are OK. 

• I am concerned about elderly and vulnerable people being even more 

underserved than they already were.  I would want to see new or learn more 

about existing networks to safety deliver food, finances, and medications safety 

to those demographics. 

• We  need a list of live events – Rootdown’s yoga, Muskegon luge, rainbow 

project, etc.  Things that build resilience and that we can continue to stay 

connected with each other and keep minds and bodies grounded. 

• We need a community Easter service at the drive-in where we could safely 

assemble in fellowship and faith. 

 

• People are hurting financially and medically from 

the coronavirus pandemic. Millions of Americans 

are unemployed and 1 in 4 are food insecure. The 

struggle is widespread, overwhelming public welfare 

programs in some cases. Many people are looking to 

their next-door neighbors for help. 

• New York City has seen an influx of mutual aid 

groups — a website called Mutual Aid Hub reports 

59 operating in the city now. Though the concept is 

not new, such efforts have 

gained energy and attention during the pandemic. 

Mutual aid involves ordinary people volunteering 

their time and resources to help one another, rather 

than relying solely on the government or large 

institutions for relief.  Kaiser Health News, July 27, 

2020 
 

LIVABILITY LAB 2.0 FRAMEWORK, 
PROCESS, AND LAUNCH

The launch day for a 45-Day Challenge 
was set. We needed to take that first step, 
get back to action, and build a bridge to 

recovery. Due to COVID-19, we needed to do 
much of it virtually.

Prior to launch, the Design Team reviewed the 
1.0 Framework and Community Conditions, 
and added two lenses and datasets through 
which to filter the 2.0 work: COVID-19 and 
Racial Equity. Some of this information was 
gathered locally through earlier community 
surveys and questionnaires, other data was 

pulled from local, state, and national reports. 
Gathering more local data is crucial, and the 
work of the Teams may help make inroads 
in this area. Full datasets can be found at 
LivabilityLab.com.

The Design Team also reviewed the action step 
Process from Livability Lab 1.0, and expanded 
it to accommodate rapidly changing conditions, 
and strengthen the feedback loop. It also 
provides prompts to advance systemic change. 

This is the 5Rs Process.

Lt. Governor’s message on the website).  We 
reviewed the new data for the Framework 
along with the expanded Process, and then the 
Teams began the work.

Breakout sessions gave the merged teams a 
chance to discuss and align common goals, 
and to develop action steps. They were 

encouraged to focus on at least one significant 
step forward together in the 45-day timeframe. 
The following pages list the Livability Element 
Teams along with their final Team Reports.

August 11, 2020, Livability Lab 2.0 launched, 
and we had over 85 attendees in the virtual 
session. We heard from members of the 
Core Leadership Team, as they reflected on 
Livability Lab past, present, and future. They 
gave examples of how cross-sector networks 
and innovation influenced the actions of their 
organizations during this time of crisis (see the 
short video of the Core Team on the Livability 
Lab website). We heard from special guest 
speakers about how COVID-19 and Systemic 
Racism affect the community (see the
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LIVABILITY ELEMENT: ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY  

COMMUNITY CONDITIONS AND COVID IMPACT 
CONSIDERING THE NEXT PHASE OF CHIR WORK AND LIVABILITY LAB 

 
 

HEALTH INFLUENCERS 
 

 
SNAPSHOT OF MUSKEGON COUNTY RESIDENT INPUT FROM SURVEY MATERIAL 

 
SNAPSHOT OF NATIONAL, STATE OR LOCAL POLICY OR 

OTHER IMPACT FACTORS 
Employment • Being laid off is a concern because will jobs change permanently?  Will they hire 

me back once this is under control? I guess it is the not knowing that concerns 
me. 

• I am not working at the moment but I am grateful for unemployment during a 
time like this. 

• We need a resource to help those filing for unemployment.  It is a nightmare 
trying to navigate the system. 

• Not able to work and can’t fill out my unemployment as I don’t have a 
computer. 

• We are all working from home in my agency.  It has made it difficult for parents 
to attend programming as they don’t all have the sufficient technology.  Projects 
take longer to impalement.  Personally, I do not have child care any longer. 

• Front line staff (direct care workers) are vastly underpaid and often 
undervalued, and they’re understandably concerns about staying healthy 
themselves.  If they decide not to work, we’ll have many seniors unable to care 
for themselves.   

• No work, no income, so far I’m not qualified for unemployment.  
• I have zero income!  Self-employed so ineligible for unemployment benefits. 

• Michigan’s failure to promptly pay benefits to 
thousands of residents who lost their jobs during 
the coronavirus pandemic is driven in part by a 
computer system that state officials have known for 
years is faulty but failed to fix. 

• As Michigan’s economy collapsed in March, the 
state’s unemployment website crashed, phone lines 
clogged and a controversial computer system 
flagged one-third of all claims for fraud, 540,000 of 
1.7 million.  That froze payments for weeks or 
months to jobless residents.  The Bridge, July 20, 
2020  

• More than 2 million Michiganders have been on 
unemployment at some point during the pandemic, 
including 506,000 people still o unemployment, as of 
the week ending in July 11.  MLive 7/24/20 

• Democrats and Republicans agreed on a plan to fix 
the $2.2 billion budget shortfall created by the 
coronavirus pandemic.  It includes using $1.3 billion 
in federal aid, $483 million in hard cuts and $350 
million from the rainy-day fund. MLive 7/24/20 
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LIVABILITY ELEMENT: HEALTH  

COMMUNITY CONDITIONS AND COVID IMPACT 

CONSIDERING THE NEXT PHASE OF CHIR WORK AND LIVABILITY LAB 

 

 

HEALTH INFLUENCERS 

 

 

SNAPSHOT OF MUSKEGON COUNTY RESIDENT INPUT FROM SURVEY MATERIAL 

 

SNAPSHOT OF NATIONAL, STATE OR LOCAL POLICY OR 

OTHER IMPACT FACTORS 

COVID/Coronavirus 
• Every day I leave my home to go to work or the grocery store.  I am in fear I will 

contract it and spread it to my family at home who are high risk. 

• Get people information.  I feel like we don’t know enough about the virus or 

have done enough testing. 

• I am worried that we are not doing enough to stop the spread of COVID19.  I 

believe our lockdown needs to be more comprehensive. 

• That the Muskegon Health Department inform the community on what is going 

on with COVID19 cases here.  What are they doing?  How are they 

communicating information to us as I have not seen or heard a thing from them.  

• We need drive up testing sites.   

• We need…Local information!  Is our hospital prepared?  Do we have supplies, 

beds and medical workers to take care of us?  Can we get tested? Who is leading 

Muskegon in terms of decisions?  

• To date, Michigan has had 84,429 confirmed cases 

of COVID-19 and 6,247 confirmed deaths (MLive 

8/6/20) 

• Muskegon County has had 1,105 confirmed cases 

and 57 deaths. (Muskegon County Health 

Dep0artment 8/6/20) 

• In Michigan, people ages 20-29 represent nearly a 

quarter of all cases in the last two months, up from 

12 percent before June 5. And people under 20 

make up 16 percent of infections in the last two 

months, up from 4 percent from March through 

June. The Bridge, 8/3/2020  The Bridge, 8/3/2020 

 

Access to Healthcare 
• Mercy/Hackley hospitals not being capable of handling even a mild outbreak of 

cases. 

• Access to healthcare for all who need it. 

• Having to drive 45 minutes to get help when we have two hospitals here. 

• We need access to telemedicine for all houses. 

• Increase telehealth counseling services. 

• Getting my medication – I don’t have delivery service. 

• We had to send my mother to the ER via ambulance and we couldn’t go with 

her. 

• The number of visits for chest pain, heart attacks 

and other medical issues not related to the COVID 

virus fell sharply, suggesting people were delaying 

care for conditions that might be fatal if left 

untreated, researchers said in the CDC’s Morbidity 

and Mortality Weekly report. 

• More people are delaying care which will have 

lasting impacts on their health and the healthcare 

system.  Around 1 in 3 Americans are delaying 

COVID-19 

Racial Equity
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ELEMENT TEAMS
LIVABILITY 2.0 :

The original 19 Teams from Livability Lab 
1.0 coalesced into the 5 Livability Element 
groups. The idea is to share resources, 

networks, and ideas across teams that are 
closely connected to a specific Livability Element, 
so they might find ways to intersect and work 
together toward the Vision. 

A Community Convener is an established 
organization in the community that can provide 
guidance and advice, meeting space, and/
or other means of support. Adding the support 
of the local Convener is a step towards 
sustainability.

The role of the Coach carries forward from 
Livability Lab 1.0. Coaches help organize 
meetings and guide Teams through the Livability 
Lab Framework and Process.

Livability Element: 
EDUCATION
Community Convener: Read Muskegon
Coach: Brennan Gorman

Merged Teams:
Team 6 Strengthening Childcare Opportunities
Team 7 Improving Intergenerational Literacy
Team 11 Foster Unity and Literacy with a New 
Reading Buddy Program
Team 15 Create a Safe Space for Youth in 
Muskegon Heights
Team 19 Reduce Inequities in the Distribution of 
K-12 Funding

Livability Element: 
HEALTH
Community Convener: Health Project
Coach: Doug Wood

Merged Teams:
Team 5 Coordinating Local Food Advocacy and 
Access Efforts
Team 14 Prenatal Support
Team 17 Align Efforts and Increase Access to 
Local Resource Information

Livability Element: 
SAFETY & SECURITY
Community Convener: Mediation & 
Restorative Services
Coach: Carla Flanders

Merged Teams:
Team 8 Assess Housing Stock/Needs to Identify 
and Address Gaps
Team 16 Increase Employment Opportunities 
via Expungement
Team 18 Discharge Procedures to Reduce 
Release into Homelessness

Livability Element: 
ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY
Community Convener: Muskegon Heights 
Business Association
Coach: Brad Hastings

Merged Teams:
Team 4 Aligning Economic Opportunity 
Resources and Supports
Team 9 Increase Financial Literacy to Promote 
Homeownership
Team 10 Identify, Promote, and Support 
Minority-Owned Businesses
Team 12 Understand and Address Local 
Workforce Development Gaps
Team 13 Create Affordable Transit with Wheels 
to Work Program

Livability Element: SOCIAL 
CONNECTION & TRUST 
Community Convener: Access Health
Coach: Steven Winston

Merged Teams:
Team 1 + 2 Neighborhood Associations 
Council + Charter
Team 3 Muskegon Heights Youth Initiative

Please note: Above listing is the assignment of 
the 19 Livability Lab 1.0 Teams at the time of 
the 2.0 Launch; all 1.0 Teams may not have 
carried forward and some adjusted focus 
after merging.

The following pages 
contain the Livability Lab: 
45-Day Challenge 
Team Reports.



O ur commitment is to support the Read 
Muskegon Literacy Collaborative in 
a project they are seeking to launch:  

gathering information about the services available in 
Muskegon County to identify where there are gaps in 
services or additional needs. 

Written action plan including resources available, 
eventually added to a website. Building the 
collaborative that is sensitive to the diversity voice 
within the 45 days.

Our goal is using the broad outreach and network of 
Livability Lab to ensure that the information gathered 
is holistic and representative of the needs and 
services in Muskegon County.

What are key data points (with the 
addition of Covid and Racial Equity lens) 
from the Livability Lab 2.0 Launch that are 
related to your Livability Element?
• Stark difference between issues facing 

communities – fear of death more predominant 
in some.

• People had to make choices between going to 
work or taking care of the kids instead of school.

• Many key data points not a surprise given the 
health outcome disparities. 

• There are over 23,000 illiterate adults.

What are some root causes that might be a 
barrier to your goal? 
• This is a long-term effort – quality of education
• Lack of resources
• How to do education remotely – how will lack of 

resources affect those students?
• Parents need to work, so school acts as child care
• Rapid turnover of teachers, historically
• Loss of support at home to help assist/teach 

children. How can we assist families?
• Technology disparity
• Sacrificing wages for child’s education
• Addressing race in the curriculum. Children seeing 

themselves in the books they’re reading.

What have you learned since beginning the 
45-Day Challenge process?
Our commitment is the process of gathering local 
information on community resources for a community 
condition. Most of the learning will take place after 
this Challenge as the information learned will be 
compiled and made accessible for the public to 
assist in addressing the community condition.

What organizations/groups are partners/
potential partners?
Read Muskegon is our main partner organization. 
They in turn, partner with many others.

What community assets are you 
drawing from?
We are drawing from the experience of our education 
community, and from as many diverse community 
sources as possible to gather the most information.

What will be different because of the work 
your group is doing?
Ultimately, literacy will increase in Muskegon County, 
which impacts livability in a positive way all around. 
To get there, Read Muskegon will aggregate the 
information and create a resource map for the 
community. They will have an interactive portion of 
their website dedicated to the resource map that can 
be linked through other non-profits and businesses in 
the community to extend the outreach to those in need 
of literacy support across the County.

What is your Community 
Commitment, and what did 
you accomplish during this 
45-Day Challenge?

EDUCATION
LIVABILITY ELEMENT:

O ur goal is to improve community health by 
working towards creating a program that 
places community members (liaisons) to 

assist people with telehealth. Need to address current 
restrictions on community health workers, ensure 
training and security on HIPPA, and development of a 
digital wellness platform 

The goal to establish a program is proving to 
be an extended effort. We have more work to 
do in establishing the Community Champion for 
our challenge of creating a program that places 
community members in home to assist with telehealth 
sessions for senior citizens and those lacking 
technology background and resources. There is a 
desire to get the right leadership to the table before 
embarking on the larger community team effort. 
Arranging this has been a significant struggle.

What are key data points (with the 
addition of Covid and Racial Equity lens) 
from the Livability Lab 2.0 Launch that are 
related to your Livability Element?
• Lack of trust in the health care system.
• Data shows that low-income people and people 

of color get a different level of care.
• Lack of health care has an increase in young 

people under 30. 
• Need data on why there is a lack of trust.
• Access to health care

What are some root causes that might be a 
barrier to your goal? 
• Lack of trust in the community health care system.

o Historical and generational beliefs of 
some communities.

• Misinformation on COVID-19 that is still spreading 
in community.
o Mixed messages people are receiving.
o Need for trusted sources of communication.

• We do not have a lot of local data.
• The desire for equity is not enough without 

changing systems
• People’s attitudes about social gathering. 

o Evidence of misinformation.
• Literacy levels 
• Access to healthy food 

What have you learned since beginning the 
45-Day Challenge process?
There are established structures that create 
opportunities for community residents to get 
assistance in their homes. The pandemic has 
disrupted these structures through layoffs and loss of 
personnel. These staff have yet to be called back. 
Any effort to establish a new cadre of workers must 
take into account the existing structure.

What organizations/groups are partners/
potential partners?
Hackley Community Care, Mercy Health, Senior 
Resources, Community Health Workers at Health 
Project, Health Department, Life-up Studios, Libraries.

What community assets are you 
drawing from?
Resident group connections made through the 
Livability Lab, and a team that has members of the 
local health organizations.

What will be different because of the work 
your group is doing?
Improved health for residents of this community. 
The concept has merit and, if implemented, will 
increase the number of people served as well as the 
effectiveness of in-home, online, telehealth efforts in 
the community.

What is your Community 
Commitment, and what did 
you accomplish during this 
45-Day Challenge?

HEALTH
LIVABILITY ELEMENT:
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Goal: To decrease disparities in incarceration, 
homelessness, expungements to increase safety 
& security, and equity which would work toward 
decreasing racism. First steps for this group are 
through increased employment opportunities. 

45-Day Action: To Identify businesses willing to 
hire those with a criminal history and work towards 
creating a business to business network and mentor 
program where those that have had experience with 
similar employees can help counsel and guide others 
as to the benefits of hiring from within this employee 
pool. Complete the preliminary list within 45 days.

What are key data points (with the 
addition of Covid and Racial Equity lens) 
from the Livability Lab 2.0 Launch that are 
related to your Livability Element?
• What resources are already out there and what 

companies are already involved in hiring 
criminal history.

What are some root causes that might be a 
barrier to your goal? 
• Racism.
• Level of expungement and how it involves everything 

(transportation, housing, employment).
• Youth growing up with incarceration and activities

of survival.

What have you learned since beginning the 
45-Day Challenge process?
People in the group are very familiar with the project 
we are working on, especially with the carryover on 
expungement work from Livability Lab 1.0. We have 
discovered that there are a lot of regional resources 
for this project but limited local resources. 

What organizations/groups are partners/
potential partners?
Beyond the affiliations with the members of this group, 
we have also reached out to Goodwill, GoodTemps, 
and Fresh Coast.

What community assets are you 
drawing from?
Goodwill, GoodTemps, Fresh Coast, EXIT program, W. 
MI Works, Muskegon Chamber of Commerce, Safe & 
Just Michigan, Talent 2025, Orchard View, Muskegon 
District and Circuit Courts, MI Dept. of Correction, 
State Probation and State Parole, WMSRDC.

What will be different because of the work 
your group is doing?
Ultimately, increased employment opportunities in the 
community, which will affect livability in so many ways. 
Within the 45-days, we will have a comprehensive 
LOCAL (Muskegon County) list of businesses that hire 
people with a criminal history and then move towards 
building the network to mentor others. This will benefit 
those that are seeking jobs that otherwise might run 
into road blocks. Additionally, the trickle effect of this 
program also impacts families of those getting hired, 
businesses doing the hiring and the local economy in a 
positive way.

What is your Community 
Commitment, and what did 
you accomplish during this 
45-Day Challenge?

SAFETY & SECURITY
LIVABILITY ELEMENT:

We are working with a 3-pronged approach:

1. The City of Muskegon Heights is undergoing 
a visioning process to see what the city 
wants and needs for successful business and 
community development. 

2. Working toward the creation of a microloan/
microgrant and business mentorship program 
to help people start new businesses and learn 
essential skills. 

3. Continued development of the Minority-                        
owned business list from the Muskegon 
Lakeshore Chamber of Commerce.

What are key data points (with the 
addition of Covid and Racial Equity lens) 
from the Livability Lab 2.0 Launch that are 
related to your Livability Element?
• Unemployment levels now at an all-time high.
• How many of our local businesses are closed? 
• How many are minority-owned.

What are some root causes that might be a 
barrier to your goal? 
• People who live in Muskegon Heights don’t work in 

the Heights (only 5% of people do).
• Individuals without internet connectivity.
• Not enough funding to support local & minority-

owned businesses (or to entice more people to 
start-up)

What have you learned since beginning the 
45-Day Challenge process?
This group and City of Muskegon Heights are 
continuously seeking to learn what the residents 
want, as well as what will work for sustainable 
development. We are learning what sort of supports 
might be needed. 

What organizations/groups are partners/
potential partners?
The Muskegon Heights Business Association, Young 
Black Professionals, and Black Wall Street groups 
will be working on these things alongside the group 
and the City of Muskegon Heights. Also working with 
Grand Rapids Area Black Businesses (GRABB).

What community assets are you 
drawing from?
A strong presence of manufacturing.
Existing resources for fostering Entrepreneurship. 
Existing local businesses.

What will be different because of the work 
your group is doing?
The work of this group will result in the creation 
of the proper infrastructure to support economic 
development in the Heights. There will be increased 
access to capital, access to educational opportunities, 
and access to mentorship opportunities; there will 
be resources that allow the City’s residents more 
opportunities for economic growth, as well as creating 
and finding jobs with livable wages.

What is your Community 
Commitment, and what did 
you accomplish during this 
45-Day Challenge?

ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY
LIVABILITY ELEMENT:
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Goal: Build capacity with Neighborhood 
Associations and youth through trust and 
transparent communication, allow youth to have a 
seat at table to create new leaders in community

45-Day Action: Launch an informational website 
for the newly formed Neighborhood Association 
Council where all Neighborhood Associations of 
Muskegon Heights have representation. Determine 
responsibilities for ongoing site content management.

• Continue to build the youth initiative so young 
voices can contribute to the discussion/input, pair 
adults with youth for building leadership

• Begin building e-mail database for newsletters.

What are key data points (with the 
addition of Covid and Racial Equity lens) 
from the Livability Lab 2.0 Launch that are 
related to your Livability Element?
• The issue of trusted sources of information outside 

the community.
• Communication issues fragmented 

within community.
• Transparency, the community needs to feel that 

decisions are made publicly and fairly. 
• The communication and trust issues have gotten in 

the way of effective COVID-19 messaging.
• Racial/ethnic inequities - Muskegon County has a 

chance to be an outlier, to work together to 
address systemic racism affecting livability.

What are some root causes that might be a 
barrier to your goal? 
• Lack of organized, local source for information, lack 

of representation/participation with organizational 
decisions at local and regional level.

• Not local, outside organizations come in, mine data,
leave and use it for their own purpose not 
necessarily for the benefit of the community.

• Lack of youth involvement in issues that affect the 
community, need to invite youth to the conversation, 
to participate, to build leadership

What have you learned since beginning the 
45-Day Challenge process?
We are learning from new partners best ways for 
allowing youth to help guide the process of forming 
initiatives, we have learned best practices for 
website design that opens content-building process 
to neighborhood groups.

What organizations/groups are partners/
potential partners?
Pathfinders, Boys & Girls Club, Access Health, 
Coalition for Community Development, Muskegon 
Heights Neighborhood Association Council and 
Neighborhood Associations.

What community assets are you 
drawing from?
The structure of the Muskegon Heights Neighborhood 
Association Council, connections to the City of 
Muskegon Heights, leaders in the community who 
serve as mentors to youth

What will be different because of the work 
your group is doing?
An empowered community with strong, local 
communication channels that increases shared 
knowledge about issues that affect residents and 
greater participation in the decision-making process 
affecting the community and region. A future where 
decisions are done with the community, not to the 
community. This empowerment will extend through 
generations with a local mentorship structure in place 
to nurture new leadership. 

Special thanks to Drs. Pennie Foster-Fishman and Erin 
Watson; the work for 2.0 builds from the ABLeChange 
Process and other contributions from them and MSU 
Team during 1.0

What is your Community 
Commitment, and what did 
you accomplish during this 
45-Day Challenge?

SOCIAL CONNECTION & TRUST
LIVABILITY ELEMENT:




